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Fire Stick (FREE BONUS INCLUDED) The Ultimate Guide With Instructions To Unlock The True Potential Of Your Fire Stick™s Fire Stick is one of the most revolutionary multi-media platforms to hit the markets in recent memory. It™s as small as a travel drive and you can take it and just plug it right in the side of your TV. With this device has packaged exquisite convenience into a hardcore and streamlined device. It also made installation all the more easy with the plug and play features of the Fire Stick. All you have to do is plug it in and a whole world of impressive features and functions are available to you. This is where the conundrum of the Fire Stick really begins though, because the wide range of features available can prove to be the greatest aspect of the device and also the most difficult part of the whole product. Because after the stick is plugged in and installation is complete, with so many options to choose from, just what do you do next? Well don™t worry, because that is where this book comes in. Because like never before this book guides you through the best that Fire Stick has to offer, and cuts through all of the hype in order to give you exactly what you need. This guide also troubleshoots through some of the more common problems that Fire Stick users have faced with the device such as pictures that are scrambled or poor Wi-Fi signals. So by all means, buy this book and start using your Fire Stick like a real pro! Download your copy of Fire Stick by scrolling up and clicking "Buy Now With 1-Click" button.
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**Customer Reviews**

This "book" has 26 pages of large print, often partially blank, pages of text and vertically no information. An actual example of "troubleshooting" advice from the "book": "Among the most the most common of the potential hardware issues you might have ....a completely blank screen and not know what to do....we have some great tips and tricks for you! First and foremost you should make sure your fire stick is firmly inserted into the side of your TV!" Yes the exclamation points are in the original. And the great tip (or is it a trick) is "plug it in". Totally worthless product.

the information was pertinent but I expected a much bigger pamphlet and would have liked examples in the book of the steps taken to get to the needed site. I did not feel the cost was justified for the very slim pamphlet.

I was looking for a step by step how to book. This is not that! I found it completely non-helpful.

The best book I have come across so far covering all about the fire stick. Finally, I can lay down and watch my favorite shows 10 hours a day, lol

Waste a money for a firestick owner, easy money got the author. Don't need no stinking book for such a simple gadget.

It is pretty much worthless, I cannot see any movies I was told that I have to get some kind of program on it call Kodi I think, without it, it does not work. I have no idea where to get this Kodi and there are no instructions on how to get Kodi.

The book is all about the fire stick. I love this product of . It helps us to watch or tv in HD and provide good channels which is amazing ,informative, entertaining and interesting to watch. I love it.

This made the setup and utilizing sound pretty straightforward and simple.we shall see as my Fire Stick has not arrived as yet. Good information.
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